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About This Content

Designed to represent the pinnacle of fixed-wing aircraft safety, the ERCO Ercoupe monoplane was first manufactured by the
Engineering and Research Corporation ERCO in 1939. Production continued after the War in 1945, with more than 30 aircraft

per day being produced during peak demand, and the type still enjoys a faithful enthusiast following.

Powered by engines up to 75hp, the Ercoupe was praised by contemporary reviewers for its inherently safe flight characteristics.

The FSX: Steam Edition version of the Ercoupe 415C does its real world counterpart proud, accurately replicating the aircraft’s
performance specifications in-sim. Complete with custom sounds, this is absolutely a must-have for light sport aviation

enthusiasts!

Features

 Six paint schemes

 Closely matches real world performance specifications

 High quality 3D gauges

 HD baked textures with 2D bump effects / world reflections / specular effects

 Bones animation for animated windows
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 Custom sound set

 Custom sound module for environment effects

 Custom XML coding for realistic gauges and animations

 GTX330 Transponder

 Removable GPS 295 (dash-mounted)

 High quality animated pilots with optional settings

 High quality four-stage 3D propeller and prop effects
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Once you know how to play, the game is lit, it just needs more players and smoother gameplay and this game can go so far as a
BR, EU SERVERS CMON PEEPS BUY IT. Not being able to experience the so-bad-its-good story to make up for the just-
kinda-bad gameplay because they didn't bother doing subtitles for this one kinda killed it for me.. ok not the best game but
worth a try needs to add RELOADING! also most servers are dead you are lucky to even get 3 people on a server. Played with
my friend for about two hours. It actually got quite fun trying different classes to achieve my objective. AI SUCKS THO.. A
small and fun tower defence game. Though it's not adding anything new to the genre and is kind of generic, it's still fun enough
and worth playing if you are into tower defence games. You get to play through 40 levels of naval battles. Build giant crossbows,
cannons, and other mounted guns to take down pirate ships that are coming at your base kamikaze style.

The variety in enemy ships is quite big and each one has its own distinct weaknesses which you have to exploit via certain
towers. The towers mostly come in 4 basic types, which in turn can be upgraded into other types. You have crossbows which are
fast but weak. Cannons which are slower but strong. Artillery which are very slow but can hit groups. And finally the support
buildings that generate you money on a regular basis, which I think is a pretty cool idea in a game like this.

The levels are divided into 2 acts: Caribbean Sea (first 20 levels) and Arctic Ocean (last 20). When you beat each level, you get
a rating out of 3 stars. Not letting any enemy attack your base grants you 3 stars. If, however, some did manage to damage it,
you get only 1 or 2 stars. Unfortunately the stars do not mean anything in this game. In other tower defence games the stars act
as upgrade points of some kind, hence incentivizing the player to replay missions and do better. But this game doesn't do that
and collecting stars is only there for boasting.

The upgrades are instead handled via collecting barrels, which randomly drop from destroyed enemies. There are tonnes of
upgrades for each tower and magic spell, and you're unlikely to upgrade everything by playing through the game once. This
means you might occasionally have to grind for barrels by replaying earlier levels, which is a bit of a bad design in my opinion
(when in doubt, keep replaying level 20 of Caribbean Sea; it gives A LOT of barrels usually). What's worse about this design,
some of the tower spots on each map are locked and require you to spend several of your barrels before you can build anything
on those spots. Those are usually good, strategic spots, so you have to either waste some of your precious barrels on one map, or
compromise on your setup.

Visuals are very beautiful and shiny. Sound effects are nice, and the music is all right, although you pretty much have the same
short track playing in every level, so a bit more musical variety would've been nice.

Overall this is a fun TD game. There are better TD games out there, but if you're looking for a new one that you haven't played
yet, then this one is well worth a try, since it's very affordable and will entertain you for several hours.. Life as a mob in a
MMORPG

This game is pure charm! Some puzzles can get somewhat frustrating and the fact that everything shatters into a million pieces
and then hinders your movement is the biggest gripe I have with this game. That being said I still love it.

If you played MMORPGS then I think you will enjoy the banter that comes from the heroes even if it's a little corny. There's
nothing much else to say. It's a pretty basic platformer with the usual puzzles, only the setting is what separates it from the rest
and like I said the charm is off the charts (at least for me).

The map editor function is a bonus.. Me being a vietnamese doesn't bother me at all that i will kill vietnamese but damn does
this game have some bad controls. It just doesn't feel like you actually controlling the planes at all.. Absolute my fav. adventure
game!
This is game is awesome like monkey island was long ago. ^^. If you buy this game only buy it if its 50 cents or 99 cents
because this is a game you only would really want to play while waiting for something. You could honestly play a very similar
version of this somewhere for free on the internet.. Really good one. My only critique would be two small things: if you dropped
an object it wouldn't always let you pick it up again, and when keys appeared as the result of solving a puzzle, they were hard to
see\/no sound so I didn't always know I actually did the correct thing! But other than that, super fun and well done.
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Got up to stage 36... Almost... Well, at least I refunded it.

Amazing game. I don't write reviews very often (especially on games I haven't yet 100%'d), but this game gets an exception. In
terms of 2d platformers, it is nothing groundbreaking gameplay-wise, but the atmosphere, music, challenge, and mechanics all
fit together to create a masterpiece. The controls are perfectly tuned so that every death is your fault, and never feels unfair. I've
played many excellent 2d platformers this year and I have to say, this is most likely my best experience. If this came out in 2011
when Super Meat Boy was popular, it could have taken it down easily IMO. It's a shame that this is such an overlooked gem, and
it is a steal even at full price, though it goes on sale 75% off quite often.

If you're a fan of a good challenge, I highly recommend DYE. If you're not, however, it may not be the best experience for you,
as the difficulty can ramp up quite quickly. The game knows what it is and it executes it perfectly, but don't expect anything
extremely innovative.. A game that can be bought for 2,99€.
I didn´t expected a Hype but the Gameplay is actually good and makes fun.
The controls are needed to get you used to them!
The Mission´s are Guided but the Guiding itself is horrible!
I did lost of my Bomber i need to kill use i needed to get off the fighter´s so i lose them and Guiding System told me where to
fly, but no Bomber appeared that direction...so i didnt found them in 3:30 min left i had.
If you leave the Guiding System from your impression its a really good Yet very short game.

Here is now a small list how i would give points for the game in each categorie:

Gameplay: 8/10 (Cool and risky)

Graphics: 7/10 (i wish it had better)

Support: ?/10 (Never had Support to leave this one out of my impression and Rating for the game)

Price: 9/10 (3€ seems oke for that content, but the game is really short)

Story: 7/10 (good but very short)

Sound: 7/10 (Good effects but can be annoying a bit)

Performance: 10/10 (very stable, no problems on high end maschine!)

FAZIT: 8/10 (good yet short game!). Bought it, did not get the mount, DLC shows on my library but the item is not in-game,had
to buy it again and it's really expensive. Has potential. But they screw up with learning mechanics of the game. They don't teach
after a certain point and I'm just sick of not being able to progress after purchasing buildings. It just sucks you dry and I can't
figure out auto trade and I'm not interested in wasting anymore time with this game to go ELSE WHERE other than the game to
figure out some basic mechanics.

I will not be purchasing any further games from this company simply for this reason. Game creators have a bad habit of not
addressing issues like these from one game to another... example is Shadow of M0rd0r and Shadow of W4R, they have bad
selecting mechanics in both games and that's a multi-million dollar operation... doubt these guys will get it either.. Ok i just dont
like this campaing...I expected more of this campaign not just a bunch of Stealth missions , compared to French campaign , the
Russian campaign were very weak at least for me. Got about 1\/2 - 2\/3 down the first line. Challenge is making you make tough
descisions and being harder than "Just do what you did everywhere else," not Islands and Zeplins. Those levels are total BS. On
Islands, Green goes over the 50 reinforcements cap while Red keeps you pressured and they don't attack each other, leaving you
low on troops every time and here come 200+ green troops. Game Over. No way around it. You can't capture any points because
Red re-caps them and holds you off until Green destroys you. Zeplins sends an insta-kill giant robot after you. That doesn't add
to the fun or challenge of the level, it just adds an artificial time limit, and when you lose those air-troop posts, you lose the
level.

Also, this is NOT RTS! RTS is Starcraft, Age of Empires\/Mythology and the like, not this crap. This would be better off a free
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game on the internet, not one to buy on Steam.
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